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Abstract: A mutual fund is a professionally managed investment fund that pools money from many investors to 

purchase securities. Mutual funds are subject to market risk (i.e. systematic risk and unsystematic risk). Mutual funds lower 

the risks associated with investment through diversification. The Assets under Management (AUM) of the Indian mutual 

fund (MF) industry witnessed an exceptional growth of 42% in financial year 2017. The growth can be attributed to strong 

retail participation and overall market gains.  

 

The paper measures the risk involved in SBI mutual funds schemes under various categories of equity. Further, it also 

highlights the return given by various SBI mutual funds schemes under various category of equity. Beside this, paper 

analyzes the portfolio and assets allocation of SBI mutual funds schemes under different Category of Equity. 

 

Keywords- Risk, Return, Diversified Mutual Funds, Mid& Small Cap, Large Cap, and Thematic Mutual 

Funds. 

 

I.INTRODUCTION 
 

Different people have different tolerances for risk, which means that no investment is a wrong choice, except for the one 

you jump into without consideration. It's best to closely scrutinize the possibilities for risk and return before investing in 

any fund. Some risk is involved in every investment. These risks cannot be completely eliminated in any setting. The 

quality of the investments, strategies employed by the fund and management play no part in this level of risk. Mutual funds 

offer optimal risk adjusted returns to investors.  Even with the safest mutual funds, there is no way to guarantee 

completely risk-free investments. Factors that increase risks include poor management, skewed information and generally 

problematic operations. Detailed familiarity with any mutual fund's strategy and operations is the most effective way to 

determine what's worth the risk. 

 

According to Association of Mutual Funds in India (AMFI) data, AUM grew from Rs. 12.3 lakh crore in March 2016 to 

Rs. 17.5 lakh crore in March 2017. The net inflows in Liquid, Income and Equity (including Equity Linked Savings 

Schemes or ELSS) categories have been to the tune of Rs. 1.2 lakh crore, Rs. 0.96 lakh crore, and Rs. 0.70 lakh crore, 

respectively. Equity funds (including ELSS) witnessed net inflows of Rs. 8,216 crore in March 2017 compared with Rs. 

6,462 crore in February 2017. 

 

In FY2017, total inflow in the category has been Rs. 70,367 crore with net inflows in every month. Retail participation in 

the Equity category is high because of the popularity of the Systematic Investment Plan (SIP) route. According to AMFI, 

the mutual fund industry added about 6.2 lakh SIP accounts every month on an average during FY2017 (till February 

2017), with an average ticket size of Rs. 3,100 per account. Equity funds (including ELSS) witnessed net inflows of Rs. 

8,216 crore in March 2017 compared with Rs. 6,462 crore in February 2017.  
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In March 2017, the assets of Equity funds (including ELSS) reached an all-time high of Rs. 5.4 lakh crore. The growth can 

be attributed to strong retail participation and overall market gains. FY2017 turned out to be a very good year for the 

mutual fund industry with investors pouring in Rs. 3.4 lakh crore across categories.  

 

II.REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
 
Bhagyashree and Kishori (2016) has studied that the performance of 30 mutual fund schemes selected randomly. 

Closing NAV’s for each day was noted for a period of five years. Findings of the study show that Tata Equity Opportunity 

funds gave maximum returns while Reliance growth funds had minimum return. 14 out of 30 schemes had less risk than 

market risk, rest all the schemes have greater risk than market. 8 schemes have beta value greater than one which signifies 

that they have high risk. All the funds studied have positive value of Sharpe ratio, 14 funds had Sharpe ratio greater than 

benchmark portfolio. Top three funds in terms of Sharpe ratio were Tata Equity opportunities funds, HDFC large cap 

fund and Franklin India flexi cap fund. 

 

Goyal (2015) found that top 10 equity diversified mutual funds in India as per Crisil September 2014. The funds chosen 

were Birla Sun Life Top 100 Fund, BNP Paribas Equity Fund, SBI Blue Chip Fund, UTI Equity Fund, Birla Sun Life 

Frontline Equity Fund, BOI AXA Equity Fund, Canara Robeco Large Cap+ Fund, Franklin India Opportunities Fund, 

Kotak Opportunities, L&T Equity Fund. Performance of these funds was also compared with S&P CNX Nifty. The study 

concluded that average returns of mutual fund schemes are better than benchmark indices return. It also pointed out that 

standard deviation of mutual fund schemes are higher. Franklin India mutual fund was reported to give best return. It has 

low variation in return and high sharp ratio, Treynor ratio and Jensen alpha.  

 

Dr.Sarika (2015) focuses on increasing net worth and realizing long-term financial aims. Investing involves risk of loss of 

principal and is more concerned on the return of investment. This total risk, calculated by standard deviation, can be 

divided into two parts Unsystematic risk, systematic risk. Unsystematic risk is also termed diversifiable risk. Systematic risk 

may be called non-diversifiable risk, unavoidable risk or market risk and measured by Beta. 

 

GUPTA (2013) Evaluated that mutual fund industry has experienced a radical growth in the past two decades. Increase in 

the number of schemes with increased mobilization of funds in the preceding few years notes the importance of Indian 

mutual funds industry. To fulfill the expectations of millions of retail investors, the mutual funds are mandatory to 

function as successful institutional investors. Proper assessment of various fund performance and their contrast with other 

funds helps retail investors for making investment decisions. Considering the interest of retail investors modest statistical 

techniques like averages and rate of returns are used. 

 

Ruahal S.  (2013) studied five categories of mutual funds namely large cap, infrastructure, hybrid, multi cap and mid & 

small cap. Three schemes from each category was chosen and compared on the basis of their performance using statistical 

tools like standard deviation, beta, alpha, R squared, sharpe ratio. It was reported that all the schemes gave a positive 

return. Midcap and small cap performed superiorly over benchmark, large and hybrid funds. Risk analysis revealed that 

hybrid funds had low overall risk as compared to other funds because they had large proportion of debt funds in their 

portfolio. Large cap funds and consumption funds witnessed least deviation of returns from benchmark and thereby had 

lower beta. Overall mutual fund investment proofed to be a good avenue for the time period 2013 to 2014. 

 

Ravikumar (2013) studied that the performance of selected Indian mutual fund schemes in terms of five performance 

measures (a) Sharpe ratio (b) Treynor ratio (c) Jensen measure (d) Sharpe differential return measure (e)Fama’s 

mechanisms of investment performance using attuned monthly NAV of 60 schemes from 10 mutual funds for the five 

year dated, that is, from April 2000 to March 2005. Two Benchmark Portfolios (a) Market Index (b) Set of Fundexes was 

used for this purpose. Monthly antiquated on 91-days Treasury Bills was used as a surrogate for risk free rate of return. 
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Jain (2012) found that the study has investigatd the prforrmance of quity founded mutual fund schemes in india, using 

CAPM. In the long run, the private and public companies have achieved well. While reliance and kotak mutual fund trades 

have been the best performes than the UTI and SBI has worst prformer. The result clearly designate that over the period 

of last 15 years, the perivate sector mutual fund companies have outdone then the public sectors and by observing the 

performance of each and every mutual fund.. 

 

Dhanda SK (2012) has studied the performance evaluation of selected open ended schemes in terms of risk and return 

relationship by using rate of return, Beta, Standard Deviation, Sharp Ratio and Treynor Ratio. BSE-30 has been used as a 

benchmark to study the performance of mutual fund in India and the study period has been taken from April 1, 2009 to 

March 31, 2011. The finding of the study revealed that only three scheme have performed better than benchmark.  

 

Prince V, Bacon L (2010) had found that the small cap growth stock sector of mutual fund industry against risk-free and 

market returns over the ten years 1997-2006. In this paper result were tested against a toolkit of performance of 

benchmarks to see if expected performance closely corresponds to actual results. The results indicated that some excess 

returns have been generated however beyond a handful of the funds, it is impossible to rely upon a single benchmark as a 

reliable indicator of even past performance. The evidence tends to support market efficiency since for the most part, the 

actively managed funds examined in this study produced returns that were largely expected.  

 

Gohar R, Ahmed S, Niazi U (2011) had compared the performance of different types of mutual funds in Pakistan and 

concluded that equity funds outperform income funds. Sample has been selected on the ranking of companies as per 

Pakistan Credit Rating Agency (PACRA) and the data will be collected for five years from 2005 to 2009 on monthly basis. 

The finding showed that within equity funds, broker backed category shows better performance than institutional funds 

and institutional funds are outperforming broker backed funds among income funds. 

 

Noulas and Athanasios (2005) had studied the performance of Greek equity funds during the period 1997- 2000. The 

evaluation was based on the analysis of risk and return. The first three years were characterized by positive returns of the 

stock market and the fourth year was year of rapid fall of the stock market with respect to A Study on the Performance of 

Equity Mutual Funds (With special reference to equity large cap and .. DOI: 10.9790/487X-1902026772 

www.iosrjournals.org 68 | Page risk and return. The result showed that there were big differences among the equity 

mutual funds with respect to risk and return and the result indicated that there was a positive relation between risk and 

return for the whole period while the betas for all funds were smaller than one. 

 

Rao Narayan and Ravindram (2002) found that the performance evaluation of Indian mutual fund industry in a bear 

market was carried out through relative performance index, risk-return analysis, Treynor’s ratio, Sharpe’s ratio, Jensen’s 

ratio and Fama’s measure. The data was monthly closing NAV’s collected from AMFI for the period of Sep. 98 to April 

02 (bear period) of 269 open ended scheme. They excluding the funds whose return were less than risk free returns, 58 

schemes were used for further analysis. The result of relative measures suggested that most of the mutual fund schemes in 

the sample of 58 were able to satisfy investor’s expectation by giving excess returns over expected returns based on both 

premiums for systematic risk and total risk. 

 

Objectives of the Paper 

 To measure the risk involved in SBI mutual fund schemes under Large Cap, Small& Mid Cap, Diversified Equity 

Thematic category, Arbitrage category, and Tax Saving category; 

 To make comparative analysis of the performance of return of various mutual fund schemes under Large Cap, Small& 

Mid Cap, Diversified Equity Thematic category, Arbitrage category, and Tax Saving category; 

 To analyze the portfolio and assets allocation of SBI mutual funds schemes under different Category of Equity. 
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III.RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 

Data Collection: The paper is based on secondary data. The study period has been taken of 5years. 6 categories of SBI  

Mutual Funds been selected To test the hypothesis, the data set used was collected from the database of Association of 

Mutual Funds of India (AMFI),National Stock Exchange (NSE) for S&P CNX Nifty and the Reserve Bank of India for 

the risk free rate.  

 

Statistical Tools: To analysis of data, the various statistical tools like mean, standard deviation, variance, the compound 

annual growth rate (CAGR), β and �.The Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR): It has been used to measure return 

growth over multiple time periods. It is the growth rate that starts from the initial investment value to the ending 

investment value which has been compounding over the time period.  

Beta (β or beta coefficient): β is a measure of the volatility, or systematic risk, of a security or a portfolio in comparison to 

the overall market. It is used in the capital asset pricing model (CAPM) to calculate the expected return of an asset based 

on its beta and expected market returns. It indicates whether the investment is more or less volatile than the market as a 

whole. The market is described as having a beta of 1. 

 

 

Value of 

Beta 
Interpretation 

β < 0 Asset movement is in the opposite direction of the benchmark 

β = 0 Asset movement is uncorrelated to the benchmark 

0 < β < 1 
Asset moves in the same direction, but in a lesser amount than the 

benchmark 

β = 1 
Asset moves in the same direction and in the same amount as the 

benchmark 

β > 1 
Asset moves in the same direction, but in a greater amount than the 

benchmark 

 

Formula: β is calculated by using Regression model wherein it measures the value of dependent variable in response to unit 

change in the independent variable.  

 

Y= � + β X 

Y= Dependent Variable; X= Independent Variable; � & β are constant. 

 

= 
�∑���(∑�)(∑�)

�∑���(∑�)�  

 

Alpha (�):  Alpha or Jensen Index invented by Michael Jensen in the 1970s. Alpha measures how well an investment 

performed as compared to its benchmark. An alpha of 1% means the investment's return on investment over a selected 

period of time was 1% better than the market during that same period; an alpha of -1 means the investment 

underperformed the market.  

Formula: 

� = (Mean Y) – β (Mean X) 

 

Standard Deviation: Standard deviation measures the dispersion of data from its mean. In finance, standard deviation is 

applied to the annual rate of return of an investment to measure its volatility (risk). A volatile stock would have a high 

standard deviation and vice-versa.  
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Sharpe Ratio: William Sharpe measures risk-adjusted performance by subtracting the risk-free rate of return  from the 

rate of return for an investment and dividing the result by the investment's standard deviation of its return. The Sharpe 

ratio indicates investors whether an investment's returns are due to smart investment decisions or the result of excess 

risk. The greater an investment's Sharpe ratio, the better its risk-adjusted performance and vice versa. 

 

S=   
��� ��

��
 

 

Here, S stands for Sharpe Ratio. The numerator in the parenthesis is the excess return of a portfolio; that is, �� is 

portfolio return and  �� risk-free rate. �� is the standard deviation (a proxy unit of risk) of the same portfolio. Standard 

deviation is the extent of volatility for the portfolio. 

 

IV. RESULTS& DISCUSSINS 
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Source: WWW. Money control& Compiled  

 

Table I reveals that: 

 SBI Magnum Equity Fund scheme under large category having more risk than SBI Blue Chip Fund scheme under the 

same category; 

 SBI Small& Midcap Fund scheme under Mid& Small cap category has highest risk while SBI Magnum Global Fund has 

lowest risk under the same category; 

 SBI Magnum Tax gain Scheme under Tax Saving ELSS category has more risk than large category fund except SBI 

Magnum Equity Fund and SBI Small& Midcap Fund under Mid& Small cap category. On the other hand, it has less risk 

Arbitrage, Thematic, and Diversified category except SBI Emerging Business Fund scheme. 

 SBI Contra Fund and SBI Magnum Multiplier Fund schemes under diversified category are at highest risk rank while SBI 

Emerging Business Fund has highest risk. 

 SBI Magnum Comma Fund scheme under Thematic category has highest risk while SBI PSU Fund has lowest risk under 

the Thematic category; 

 SBI Arbitrage Opportunities Fund under Arbitrage category is lowest risky as it has less Standard Deviation and Sharpe 

ratio while it has highest Beta, so, it is highly risky. 
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Source: WWW. Money control& Compiled  
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Table II reveals that: 

 SBI Blue Chip Fund(SIP) under large category having more return than SBI Magnum Equity Fund(SIP)scheme under the 

same category; 

 SBI Small& Midcap Fund scheme under Mid& Small Cap category has highest return while SBI Magnum Midcap 

Fund(SIP) has lowest return under the same category; 

 SBI Magnum Tax gain Scheme under Tax Saving ELSS category has given more return than large category fund since 

inception. On the other hand, it has less return schemes under Mid& Small Cap category than Arbitrage, Thematic, and 

Diversified category. 

 SBI Contra Fund under diversified category has given at highest return while SBI Magnum Multicap Fund has given 

lowest return since inception. 

 SBI Infrastructure Fund scheme under Thematic category has highest return while SBI PSU Fund has lowest return under 

the Thematic category since inception; 

 SBI Arbitrage Opportunities Fund under Arbitrage category is lowest risky as it has less SD and less Sharpe ratio while it 

has highest Beta, so, it is highly risky. 

Thus, it has been observed that Mid & Small Cap Category has given highest return while Arbitrage category has given 

lowest return.  The return given by tax saving category has been ranked at 2nd, the return given by diversified category at 

3rd position, the return given by large category rank at 4th, and the return given by thematic category has been ranked at 5th.  

 

V. ANALYSIS OF THE PORTFOLIO AND ASSETS ALLOCATION 
SBI Blue Chip Fund 

Table III Portfolio Classification by Industry Allocation 

 
Table III shows that financial Services, Automobile and Consumer Goods Contributes to 53% of the Portfolio 

Classification and Construction, Energy, Pharma, Futures and Others Contributes to rest 47%. 
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Chart I Portfolio Classification by Asset Allocation  

Chart I exhibits that Large Cap Contributes to 72% of the Portfolio Classification by Asset. Midcap and Cash and other 

Current Assets contribute to 19% and 9% respectively. 

 

 
 

SBI Emerging Business Fund 

 

Table IV Portfolio Classification by Industry Allocation 

 

 
Table IV exhibits that the Consumer Goods, Financial Services, Services, Industrial Manufacturing together contributes 

approximately 79% of the total Portfolio classification by Industry allocation and 21% is contributed by rest. 

 

Chart-II shows that midcap contributes to 66.83% of total Asset allocation whereas Largecap, Cash & Other Current 

Assets and small cap contributes to rest 34% of Asset allocation 
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SBI Small & Midcap Fund 

 

Table V. Portfolio Classification by Industry Allocation 
Industry Percentage 

1 Consumer Goods 26.24% 
2 Industrial Manufacturing 13.46% 
3 Services 12.25% 
4 Construction 10.78% 
5 Chemicals 7.01% 
6 Financial Services 6.61% 
7 Textiles 4.82% 
8 Paper 4.74% 
9 Pharma 3.72% 

10 Automobile 2.98% 
11 Media & Entertainment  2.72% 
12 Others 4.67% 

 

 

Table V shows that Consumer Goods, Industrial Manufacturing, Services, Construction together contribute approximately 

62% of the total Portfolio classification by Industry allocation and 48% is contributed by rest. 

 

Chart III Portfolio Classification by Asset Allocation 

 

 
 

Chart III shows that small cap contributes to 59 % of total Asset allocation where as Large cap, Cash & Other Current 

Assets and Midcap contributes to rest 41% of Asset allocation 

 

SBI Magnum Tax Gain Scheme 

 

Table VI Portfolio Classification by Industry Allocation 

 
Industry Percentage 

1 Financial Services 30.84% 
2 Energy 11.54% 
3 Consumer Goods 8.68% 
4 Automobile 7.22% 
5 Telecom 7.15% 
6 Construction 6.28% 
7 Service 5.52% 
8 Industrial Manufacturing 5.31% 
9 IT 4.38% 
10 Cement & Cement Products 3.89% 
11 Fertilisers & Pesticides  2.69% 
12 Pharma 1.85% 
13 Chemicals 1.18% 
14 Metals 1.08% 
15 Others 2.39% 
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Table VI shows that Financial Services, Energy & Consumer Goods together contribute approximately 50% of the total 

Portfolio classification by Industry allocation and 50% is contributed by the rest. 

 

Chart IV Portfolio Classification by Asset Allocation (%)  

 

 
 

Chart IV shows that large cap contributes to 70% of total Asset allocation where as Small cap, Cash & Other Current 

Assets and Mid cap contributes to rest 30% of Asset allocation 

 

SBI Arbitrage Opportunities Fund 

 

Table VII Portfolio Classification by Industry Allocation% 

 
Industry 

 
Percentage 

1 Financial Services 43.64% 
2 Margin Fixed Deposits 12.72% 
3 Cement & Cement Products 5.89% 
4 Metals 5.53% 
5 Automobiles 5.31% 
6 Media & Entertainment 4.37% 
7 Energy 4.23% 
8 Pharma 3.79% 
9 Telecom 3.51% 
10 Consumer Goods 3.08% 
11 Services 2.63% 
12 Industrial Manufacturing 2.33% 
13 Construction 1.82% 
14 Healthcare Services 1.04% 
15 IT 0.62% 
16 Fertilizers & Pesticides 0.50% 
17 Futures -68.67% 
18 Others 67.68% 

 

Table VII Financial Services and Others together contribute approximately 111% of the total Portfolio classification by 

Industry allocation and Futures has Shown negative allocation of -68.67%. 
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Chart V Portfolio Classification by Asset Allocation (%) 

 

 
 

 

Chart V shows that Cash & Other Current Assets contribute to 100% of total Asset allocation under large cap. 

 

SBI Nifty Index Fund 

 

Table VIII Portfolio Classification by Industry Allocation 

 
 

Industry 
 

Percentage 

1 Financial Services 33.72% 

2 Energy 14.53% 

3 IT 10.71% 

4 Automobiles 10.23% 

5 Consumer Goods 8.86% 

6 Futures 4.62% 

7 Metals 4.37% 

8 Pharma 3.87% 

9 Construction 3.67% 

10 Telecom 2.35% 

11 Cement & Cement Products 1..54% 

12 Media & Entertainment 0.75% 

13 Services 0.74% 

14 Margin Fixed Deposits 0.69% 

15 Fertilizers & Pesticides 0.66% 

16 Others -1.31 

 

Table VIII shows Financial Services, Energy, IT, Automobiles & consumer Goods together contribute approximately 77% 

of the total Portfolio classification by Industry allocation and 23% is contributed by the rest. 

 

Chart VI Portfolio Classification by Asset Allocation (%) 

 
Chart VI Large cap contributes to 96% of total Asset allocation. 
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VI. FINDINGS, CONCLUSION& RECOMMENDATIONS 
FINDINGS 

 It has been observed that SBI mutual fund schemes under diversified category having lowest risks while SBI mutual funds 

under tax saving category has highest risk during study period. The risk of SBI mutual fund schemes under thematic 

category has been ranked at 2nd position, the risk of SBI mutual fund schemes under tax saving category has been ranked 

at 3rd position, the risk of SBI mutual fund schemes under large cap category has been ranked at 4th position, and, the risk 

of SBI mutual fund schemes under Mid & Small Cap category has been ranked at 5th position. 

 It has been observed that SBI mutual Funds under Mid & Small Cap Category have been given highest return while 

Arbitrage category has given lowest return.  The return given by tax saving category has been ranked at 2nd, the return 

given by diversified category at 3rd position, the return given by large category rank at 4th, and the return given by thematic 

category has been ranked at 5th. 

  Risk and return depends on financial Services, Automobile Consumer Goods, Industrial Manufacturing, Services, 

Construction and Consumer Goods Contributes to the Portfolio Classification and Construction, Energy, Pharma, Futures 

and Others Contributes etc.and large cap mid& small cap. 

 

CONCLUSION& RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

From the above analysis of return and risk measurement about different six categories & Schemes of SBI Mutual Fund of 

Equity Mutual Fund Schemes it is clear that all the SBI funds have performed well with justified risk –return trade-off 

during the study period. SBI mutual Funds under Mid & Small Cap Category have been given highest return and Arbitrage 

category has given lowest return. On the other hand, SBI mutual fund schemes under diversified category having lowest 

risks while SBI mutual funds under tax saving category has highest risk during study period. It may be concluded that risk 

and return of a mutual fund schemes under an equity mutual fund category depends on the right choice of assets allocation 

in different industry. 
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